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ABSTRACT  

With the continuous development of Internet technology and electronic information 

technology, big data technology and cloud computing technology also rise and develop, and 

have a positive impact on people's lives. Data mining system can deeply mine the value 

information contained in big data, so as to assist users to solve practical problems and help 

users to make correct decisions and judgments. This paper presents an energy analysis of data 

mining algorithm based on cloud platform for Internet of things (IoT). First of all, an 

improved Apriori algorithm is proposed, which is based on Boolean matrix and sorting index 

rules. Then Boolean matrix is obtained after scanning the dataset and the Boolean matrix is 

preprocessed to delete the useless transactions and the item set, which are combined with 

sorting index to produce other item sets, effectively improving the efficiency of frequent item 

mining, which effectively reduce the memory usage. Secondly, the density-based spatial 

clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering algorithm needs human 

intervention in the global parameter selection, and the process of regional query is complex 

and the query is easy to lose objects. An improved parameter adaptive and regional query 

density clustering algorithm is proposed, which can effectively delete the redundant data in 

the high-level complex data space on the premise of retaining the internal nonlinear structure 

of the IoT data. The efficiency of clustering is also improved accordingly. Finally, the 

simulation based on cloud platform verifies the effectiveness and superiority of the algorithm. 

 

Keywords: Energy analysis; Internet of Things; Cloud platform; Hadoop; Data mining 

algorithm 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of Internet and the intelligent terminals, the amount of 

data has become more and more, and the types of data have become extremely rich, which 

represents that human beings have been big data age [1]. In recent years, data analysis of the 

Internet of things (IoT) has attracted more and more [2]. Through effective data analysis 

methods, the characteristics and rules of the Internet of things can be mined to reduce the loss 

in each life cycle of the Internet of things [3]. At present, the traditional Internet of things data 

analysis method needs to establish a high-precision mathematical model of the IoT data 

system, and the system is limited to the linear and time invariant system [4]. At the same time, 

it has high requirements for knowledge in the professional field and low precision 

shortcomings, so it has great limitations in application. At present, the collection mechanism 

of Internet of things data in many areas is becoming more and more perfect [5]. The Internet 

of things database will collect Internet of things data, which contains a lot of undiscovered 

massages, and the Internet of things data has many disadvantages, but it is difficult for 

traditional Internet of things data analysis methods to find and summarize the content of these 

Internet of things data [6]. Knowledge discovery, machine learning and data mining 

technology are just new disciplines born under this background. Because data mining 

technology has the ability to deal with large amount of data and find potential massages, it is 

a way to mine important massages in IoT data [7]. Data mining method does not need too 

much expert domain knowledge, and effectively finds useful information between data, which 

has achieved good application results in many fields [8]. Therefore, research on the 

construction of data analysis model of the Internet of things and how to apply different data 

mining methods to the field of data analysis of the Internet of things, use data mining 

technology to conduct in-depth analysis of the Internet of things data, mainly study the 

clustering method and association rule method in the data mining algorithm, realize the 

effective analysis and evaluation of the Internet of things data, and pass the theoretical 

analysis through the data mining model in the way of software [9]. Because the Internet of 

things technology can realize the interconnection between various terminal devices in the way 

of wireless or wired communication, use the characteristics of IoT to transmit the Internet of 

things collected by IoT sensors in real time, and it uses the IoT technology to obtain the 
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online monitoring, early warning report and plan management of the IoT data in the mobile 

terminal [10]. Management and decision support and other management and service functions 

help administrators to manage and guide energy-saving transformation of public buildings 

more conveniently and accurately[11]. 

Because more and more people put forward the mining algorithm suitable for cloud 

computing according to the shortcomings of the current data mining algorithm [12]. 

Reference proposed an improved Apriori method based on transaction set array, which 

improved the time and space load [13]; Reference proposed a new pruning method of 

candidate set, which deleted useless candidate options and improved the mining efficiency 

[14]; Reference proposed to classify the value of data set into 0-n, and improved the 

generation of frequent 2-term set, which effectively improved the efficiency of association 

rule mining [15]; Reference combined the optimal features of matrix and apriori, reduced the 

space complexity and realized the purpose of mining frequent item set rapidly [16]; Reference 

proposed a SIM Apriori algorithm based on similarity measurement, which is a cosine 

similarity calculation method [17]; Reference proposed a Apriori method based on 

characteristics, each transaction item is assigned with its own characteristics to carry on With 

more information, experiments show that the proposed method reduces the computation time 

and gets more reasonable association rules [18]; Reference combined the advantages of 

Apriori simplicity and FP growth effectiveness, proposed a new frequent itemset PIETM 

algorithm [19]. The disadvantage of Apriori algorithm is that producing the suitable candidate 

item sets is required to scan IoT data center for multiple times, which leads to the increase of 

computation [21, 20]. The above association rule improvement method is mainly aimed at 

improving the efficiency for reducing the number of database scanning process [22]. The 

matrix converts the data to Boolean type, which improves the efficiency of the algorithm [23]. 

However, there is no preprocessing operation before the calculation, and redundant 

transactions and items are not deleted, which increases the calculation amount of the 

algorithm to a certain extent [24]. 

Data clustering mining algorithm is also a common form. Reference put forward an 

IDBSCAN method to significantly deal with big-scale spatial data when DBSCAN processes 

the whole database [25]. Reference proposed a fast clustering method based on density [26]. 
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After sorting according to the coordinates of specific dimensions, he selected the orderly 

unmarked points outside the neighborhood of the core object as the seed extended cluster. In 

this way, the frequency of region query execution can be reduced, and the conversion of 

objects into kernel functions improves the clustering accuracy and reduces the dependence on 

density threshold to some extent; Reference proposes a DBSCAN algorithm based on 

probability distribution [27]. The improved points based on density clustering algorithm are 

mainly based on the idea of core object extended class, global input parameter sensitivity, 

sampling and layering. The selection of DBSCAN global parameters is manually determined 

according to k-dist curve, which is cumbersome and not practical [28]. In other methods 

based on mathematical statistical method, some of the internal parameters are determined by 

specific data distribution, which making the calculated global parameters inaccurate [29, 30]. 

For the above problems, this paper presents an energy analysis of data mining algorithm 

based on cloud platform for Internet of things (IoT). First of all, an improved Apriori 

algorithm is proposed, which is based on Boolean matrix and sorting index rules. Then 

Boolean matrix is obtained after scanning the dataset and the Boolean matrix is preprocessed 

to delete the useless transactions and the item set, which are combined with sorting index to 

produce other item sets, effectively improving the efficiency of frequent item mining, which 

effectively reduce the memory usage. Secondly, the DBSCAN density clustering algorithm 

needs human intervention in the global parameter selection, and the process of regional query 

is complex and the query is easy to lose objects. An improved parameter adaptive and 

regional query density clustering algorithm is proposed, which can effectively delete the 

redundant data in the high-level complex data space on the premise of retaining the internal 

nonlinear structure of the IoT data. Effectively improve the efficiency of clustering. Finally, 

the simulation based on cloud platform verifies the effectiveness and superiority of the 

algorithm. 

 

2. Model design of data processing platform based on Cloud Computing 

2.1 Architecture design of Internet of things data mining algorithm based on Cloud 

Computing 
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As a new technology, IoT is the inevitable result of social development [31, 32]. 

Architecture design of Internet of things data mining algorithm based on Cloud Computing as 

shown in Figure 1, and it is also a mining link in the data processing of the IoT. In the model, 

the parallel operation and distributed operation of mining algorithm and recommendation 

algorithm are fully considered. The model divides the data processing platform into three 

basic levels. The idea of hierarchical design makes the whole Internet of things data 

processing more effective, and the processing efficiency has been greatly improved. From 

bottom to top: cloud computing support platform layer, data mining capability layer, data 

mining cloud service layer. 

 

Distributed CDN

VM
ware

  

 Figure 1. Architecture design of Internet of things data mining algorithm based on Cloud 

Computing 

(1) Cloud computing support platform layer: provides file or data storage space and data 

computing capacity, which is the cornerstone of the data processing platform. In this 

platform, the third-party mining algorithm service is integrated. The business operation 

can be independently developed by the enterprise or provided by the third party, which 

is also the convenience of the IoT. 
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(2)  Data mining capability layer: it provides the basic capability of data mining for the 

whole platform. In this level, there must be basic service. At the same time, it also 

needs to provide necessary support for the ability of data mining cloud service layer. To 

some extent, the level of data mining ability directly affects the service ability of cloud 

computing, and the service ability of the whole Internet of things will be affected. 

(3) Data mining cloud service layer: it provides data mining cloud services externally, and 

the interface forms of its service capability encapsulation are diverse externally. Simple 

object access protocol can become the external interface forms of cloud services. The 

basic function of the Internet of things is to provide users with more convenient 

services by using information technology. Cloud service exists to strengthen its service 

ability. In fact, the cloud service layer is a kind of user demand that integrates the data 

processing of the next two layers. In addition, the cloud service layer can also support 

the access of structured query language statements, which makes the language 

transformation more convenient in data processing. 

 

2.2 Structure design of real time data processing system based on spark 

The operation process of real-time data processing system on account of spark framework 

is shown in Figure 2. The information in the IoT data set is arranged in the message queue in 

chronological order. In the process of processing, there are four kinds of business processing 

logic, one kind of spin and three kinds of bolt. The output reads the data message queue; bolt 

splits each original data and processes it into a standardized data processing structure. The 

geohash partition in the sample area is completed, and finally the aggregation operation is 

implemented. In the specific application, the speed of data sensing is very high, if using the 

traditional database processing, its efficiency is very low. Therefore, memory data is used to 

store and reduce data processing delay. In the process of real-time data processing, five 

desktop computers are distributed, and they form a cluster running environment. The Ubuntu 

server operating system is installed on the node, and the data is presented through the web 

page to achieve user interaction. Using the above algorithm design and distributed computing 

framework, it can also meet the requirements of real-time data processing in the current 
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computer equipment environment. In the process of data interaction and access, the delay of 

computing unit is kept at millisecond level, which can satisfy the needs of real-time data. 

 

 

Figure 2. Data processing platform model based on Cloud Computing platform 

Data mining architecture has four main functions, each of which satisfies the needs of big 

data mining. The first function is data preprocessing. Data preprocessing refers to the 

synchronous processing of historical data and data flow. Compared with traditional data 

mining, it has better flexibility, stronger operability and higher efficiency of data timely 

processing. The second function is data storage. The function of data storage mainly depends 

on database. The big data mining system adopts distributed storage, which can save disk 

space by storing data in columns. The third function is data calculation and analysis. Data 

computing and analysis is the core function of big data mining system. It mainly deals with 

data through probability dimension index. The fourth function is data display. The data 

display function mainly provides data display services, which can not only display text, 

reports, graphics, but also display animation. The visualization effect is very good, which can Jo
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help users understand the data and deepen their impression on the data. The model builds on 

spark is shown in figure 3. 

  

Figure 3. The model builds on spark 

As a late distributed framework [33], Apache spark is not only compatible with traditional 

Hadoop cluster, but also has strong scalability [34]. Spark puts a large number of operations 

into memory for execution, which greatly improves the efficiency of operations. Spark 

streaming, the subsystem under spark streaming, has a unique operation mode of converting 

streaming data into batch processing [35, 36].  

As can be seen from Figure 3, based on the IoT data mining, this paper puts the Internet of 

things data feature extraction, data prediction and clustering algorithm analysis, data service 

on the spark platform to improve the efficiency and algorithm performance. In addition, 

structured data, unstructured data or mixed data need to be processed through MapReduce, 

which is based on large-scale data mining results evaluation. Through the development of 

multi spark flow processing, parameter optimization and variable selection, parallel 

computing is realized and redundancy is reduced.  

 

3. Implementation and Energy Analysis of Internet of Things Data Mining Algorithms 

on Cloud Platform 

3.1 Data mining method for association rules of matrix sort index 

The IoT data in the database server of the IoT supervision platform hides the use 

characteristics of data. In this chapter, through the data mining method of association rules, 

we analyze the linkage between each data item, so as to provide reference for further 

understanding the data mining results of the whole Internet of things. This section mainly 
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discusses how to effectively find the strong association rules of the entire IoT data, reduce the 

spatiotemporal complexity of algorithm, and improve the efficiency of association rule data 

mining. 

Apriori algorithm is one of the typical algorithms of association rules. Apriori algorithm 

first traverses the database once, calculates the support of each item set data item, generates 

candidate item set
1

C , and uses the support threshold to produce frequent item set
1

L . Connect 

1
L  to obtain reserved set

2
C , then scan the database for a second time. In this way, the 

algorithm search ends until frequent item set cannot be found.  

When the matrix association rule algorithm directly uses the data set transformed matrix to 

calculate the association rules, it does not prune, which increases the unnecessary calculation. 

In this chapter, the transaction matrix is pruned before the calculation to produce the 

generation of association rules. The basic idea of data mining algorithm for matrix association 

rules is to scan database D and transform transaction database d into binary Boolean matrix, 

assuming that transaction database d contains n items and M transactions. The whole database 

is as shown in formula (1): 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n
mn

m m mn

a a a

a a a
A

a a a

 
 
 
 
 
 





   



                   (1) 

Where definition of internal element ija  in transaction matrix mnA  is shown in formula 

(2): 

1, , 1,2, ,

0, , 1,2, ,

j

ij
j

if i D i m
a

if i D i n

        




                   (2) 

Where Array mnA is matrix, where each column indicates an item and each row indicates a 

transaction. If transaction 
i

D  contains item j in item set I , the value corresponding to row m 

and column j in the matrix is 1, 1
ij

a  . 1 2, , , ma a a is called a transaction vector. 

The frequent item set generated by association rules of Boolean matrix is operated 

according to the "and" of elements. Each set is compared with each column of elements in the 
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corresponding Boolean matrix after being accumulated and operated with the minimum 

support minsup to determine whether it is a frequent item set, as shown in formula (3). 

1

sup ( , ) min sup
m

k k
i j i j

k

port I I I I


                  (3) 

The main steps of setting the transaction matrix and generating the frequent two item set 

are: querying the transaction database d, initializing the transaction matrix A, and generating 

the marker sequences rL  and cL . According to the properties 1 and 2 of association rules, 

delete the useless transactions and items in transaction matrix A, get the pruning matrix B, 

then update the marking sequence of transactions and items to *
cL  and *

rL , multiply the 

pruning matrix and its transpose matrix to obtain matrix s, as shown in formula (4): 

TS B B                                (4) 

Compare the value of the upper triangular matrix IJs of matrix s with the minimum support 

minsup, as shown in formula (5): 

min sup( )ijS i j                          (5) 

If formula (5) is satisfied, it is a frequent item set. Query the transactions in the tag 

sequence and the tags *
cL  and *

rL  of the items to get all frequent 2 item sets. 

min sup?

 

Figure 4. The flowchart of data mining method for association rules of matrix sort index 

3.2 Research on adaptive fast DBSCAN density clustering method 
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Density clustering algorithm is a typical clustering method. Other clustering methods 

include partition, model and hierarchy.  

1
Eps 

Noise Point

Border Point Core Point

4minPts 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of core point, and boundary object point in DBSCAN algorithm 

 

The nearest neighbor of Eps represents the nearest neighbor within the radius of Eps of a 

given object, which is called the nearest neighbor of EPS of the object, which is expressed as 

( )NEps p : 

 ( ) | ( , )NEps p q D dist p q Eps               (6) 

Direct density reachability refers to that for Minpts  and Eps with given global 

parameters, the direct density from object q  can reach object p . The following conditions 

need to be met: 

( ), ( )p NEps q NEps q Minpts                  (7) 

Schematic diagram of Noise point, core point, and boundary object point class data point is 

shown in Figure 5. According to Eps scanning radius and minimum Minpts , when included 

points in Eps radius of data point is greater than Minpts , the data point is the core point, 

such as 1p  point; when included points in Eps radius of data point is not greater than 

minpts, the data point is the boundary object point, such as 2p  point; if the data point does 

not meet both 1p  point and 2p  point, the data point is noise. The detailed figure is shown 

in figure 5. 
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Because the selection of Eps  and Minpts  in DBSCAN algorithm depends on human 

experiences, after the data with uniform density distribution are arranged in ascending order 

according to k-dist curve, the points with sharp increase of curve change amplitude are 

selected as Eps parameters artificially, and the parameter of Minpts  is determined as fixed 

constant 4, the implementation process is tedious and depends on human intervention. In this 

section, a global parameter self-adjusting selection method is presented. According to the 

statistical distribution characteristics of the distance space of the data, the distribution of 

k-dist value is calculated, and then the curve fitting is carried out to fit the distribution curve. 

By calculating the corresponding value at the inflection factor of the fitting profile, the 

Eps parameters are adaptively determined, and the distribution of points in the Eps field of 

each point in the data is calculated. The implmented process of Eps in proposed algorithm is 

represented in figure 6. 

 

AF-DBSCAN
 

Figure 6. The adjustment process of parameters Eps and Minpts in AF-DBSCAN 

Due to the single density measurement index, the data set mainly aims at the data with 

insignificant cluster density difference, that is, the data with uniform density distribution. 

Calculate the distance distribution matrix n nDIST   according to the input data set D. 

 ( , ) |1 ,1n nDIST dist i j i n j n             (8) 

In this section, the density clustering algorithm is conneted to the statistical model. 

According to the mathematical statistics methods, the data set is assumed to be generated by 
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the statistical process. Futhermore the optimal global variables Eps  and Minpts  are 

calculated adaptively. 

The selection method of representative objects proposed in this paper is as follows: draw a 

circle with the core object P as the center, Eps as the radius, draw a circle with the object P 

as the origin, draw a circle at points A, Y, P and Q, then drawing two diameters with angles of 

45° and 135° with the x-axis at points B, C, G and M. In the first scene of selecting target 

objects, the closest target points to point A, Y, P and Q are selected as representative objects 

in the Eps region of P, with points a, C, E and G as references. When the closest point is 

selected, this point can only be selected once and belongs to the representative object of first 

target point.  

In this way, the number of selected representative objects for any one object in 2D space is 

at most 8. Generally speaking, there are 3 1n   target points and 2n quadrants. So the 

maximum number of seeds selected is3 1n  . According to the above methods, regional query 

is implemented, which effectively improves efficiency and solves troubles f object loss. 

 

3.3 Framework design of data prediction and data clusteringalgorithm  

The implementation process of the unified integration algorithm is to integrate the 

above-mentioned improved imsia algorithm and af-dbscan algorithm into the system and 

integrate the existing two more mature data mining methods Apriori method and DBSCAN 

method into the system and compare them with the two improved methods to verify the 

correctness. On this basis, two kinds of data mining models, association rules and density 

clustering, are formed. The Framework design of data prediction and data clusteringalgorithm 

based on cloud computing platform is shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Comparative analysis of three clustering algorithms 

As shown in Figure 7, the bottom layer of the system is the data source, mainly including 

the energy consumption data in the front view, the real-time data in the Internet of things 

system, as well as the related personnel data, scientific research data, etc. The first layer is the 

data storage layer, which is divided into two layers: one is the basic data from other systems; 

the other is the intermediate data of the data mining system itself. The Spark platform layer 

mainly realizes various functions and businesses of the system, manages the database, and 

establishes interface services for the display layer to call. Among them, the workflow engine 

is responsible for the realization of the business process of the system, mainly including data 

collection and data mining. The data access engine implements data read and write operations 

and database management tasks. This part is the interface between the functional component 

layer and the database platform. The model engine is to obtain the extracted data and 

transform it into an instance object to prepare for the subsequent data mining work. The 

model engine divides the data into memory cache and persistent storage, and chooses the 

appropriate way to store according to the specific data type. The memory cache data should 

not be too much, and when the data fails, the memory space should be recovered in time to 

improve the efficiency and performance of the platform. 

 

3.4 Evaluation criteria of algorithm 
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F-measure evaluation standard: F-measure is according to the exaction rate and recall rate 

in information retrieval. The definition of accuracy rate and recall rate is shown in formula 

(9). 

( , ) , ( , )mn mn

n m

l l
p m n r m n

l l
             (9) 

Where nl means the amout of data sets in each class n , ml indicates the amout of data sets 

in cluster m . mnl  means the amout of points in class m and cluster n. for a class n  and 

cluster m , F-measure is expressed as shown in formula (10): 

2

2

( 1) ( , ) ( , )
( , )

( , ) ( , )

b p m n r m n
F i j

b p m n r m n

  


 
             (10) 

Let 1b  , so that ( , )p m n  and ( , )r m n  get equal weights. For the whole F-measure 

with X data set, as shown in formula (11), the larger the merit of F-measure is, the better the 

effect is. 

 = max ( , )i

i

n
F F i j

n
                  (11) 

4.  Experiments and results 

4.1 Database description 

The algorithm is implemented in Java language and debugged in Windows XP system and 

eclipse environment. The experiment is realized by MATLAB language. The hardware 

configuration of PC is Pentium (R) CPU, 3G memory and 300gb hard disk. 11 typical data 

sets of UCI data set are selected for simulation experiments, which include category number 

information, sample number information and dimension information. In order to judge the 

result of data dimensionality reduction, this chapter introduces the validity evaluation index, 

siloette index, which is used to express the cluster structure's intra cluster compactness and 

inter cluster separability. It can be used to determine the optimal cluster number, and also can 

be used to evaluate and analyze the cluster results. To evaluate the accuracy, this paper uses 

F-measure external evaluation to estimate the effect.  

In the experiment, 11 typical UCI datasets were standardized and dimensionality was reduced. 

By adjusting the bias parameter P, the dimensionality was determined by the silhouette index. 
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The dimensionality of glass, hearts, WBC and German datasets after dimensionality reduction 

was fixed 2. The dimensionality of air, vowel and German datasets after dimensionality 

reduction was in two dimensions and three dimensions. The dimension selection of four kinds 

of data sets is more than three dimensions. It can be seen that the dimension selection of the 

data with dimension higher than 30 dimensions is more, while the dimension selection of the 

data with dimension higher than 10 dimensions is less. The final dimension reduction of each 

data set is determined according to the corresponding value of the silhouette index, and the 

dimension corresponding to the maximum value of the silhouette index. The detailed results 

are shown in table 1. 

Table 1. detailed table of test dataset 

Datasets Number Samples Dimensions 

Glass 6 214 10 

Hearts 2 270 13 

Ionosphere 2 351 35 

Sonar 2 208 61 

air 3 359 65 

WBC 2 683 10 

Vote 2 435 17 

Vowel 11 528 11 

German 2 1000 25 

X8D5K 5 1000 9 

Dnatest 3 1186 81 

 

4.2 Accuracy Verification of proposed Clusterting algorithms under same dataset 

To evaluate the parameter adaptive selection of the improved method and the effectiveness 

of the regional query method, database selection is carried out according to the three 

standards of data set dimension, data amount and data density distribution. Five typical data 

sets in the UCI database are selected, as shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Comparison of experimental results of different clustering algorithms 

Datasets Algorithm Minpts Eps Time F-measure Accuracy (%) 

Iris DBSCAN 5 0.437 0.413 0.6959 89.321 

I-DBSCAN 5 0.398 0.401 0.7821 91.356 

AF- DBSCAN 5 0.369 0.210 0.7623 90.988 

Wine DBSCAN 5 24.689 0.397 0.4615 87.623 

I-DBSCAN 7 21.465 0.362 0.4165 88.648 
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AF- DBSCAN 7 27.385 0.279 0.3968 88.561 

Glass DBSCAN 3 2.890 0.406 0.7532 96.732 

I-DBSCAN 3 2.671 0.435 0.6998 97.847 

AF- DBSCAN 3 2.549 0.201 0.6849 97.589 

Cme DBSCAN 5 2.764 4.239 0.3956 89.362 

I-DBSCAN 7 2.364 4.145 0.3665 91.064 

AF-DBSCAN 6 1.987 4.266 0.3564 90.874 

Normal7 DBSCAN 7 12.176 4.947 0.7602 88.645 

I-DBSCAN 7 11.855 4.536 0.8529 89.045 

AF-DBSCAN 7 11.615 3.249 0.9968 89.013 

 

The performance of DBSCAN, I-DBSCAN and AF-DBSCAN are compared. F-measure is 

used for clustering accuracy. EPS value in DBSCAN is set according to k-dist curve, and 

dist4 curve is selected for parameter determination according to the two indexes of accuracy 

and time characteristic analysis, as shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. Comparative analysis of three clustering algorithms 

According to the k-dist value corresponding to the sharp rise after the gentle change in the 

figure, it is taken as the value of the global parameter EPS, and the Min PTS value is set to 4. 

The (min PTS, EPS) of iris, wine, glass and CMC are (4, 0.436), (4, 27.330), (4, 3.700) and (4, 

1.732), respectively. The (min PTS, EPS) of af-dbscan proposed in this chapter are (7, 0.389), 

(6, 29.870), (4, 2.695) and (5, 1.646), respectively. It can be seen from the table that the 

af-dbscan algorithm proposed in this chapter adaptively determines the global parameters, and 

avoids traversing all objects through the selection of seed representative objects. Under the 
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premise of ensuring the authentication efficiency, it effectively improves the accuracy of 

density clustering. 

From the above analysis, we can see that the af-dbscan algorithm proposed in this chapter 

can effectively improve the efficiency of clustering, reduce the occurrence of missing points, 

reduce the error of normal data points as noise points, and effectively improve the accuracy of 

clustering by using adaptive global parameter determination and seed representative object 

selection. It can be seen that the global parameters adaptively calculated by the f-dbscan 

algorithm proposed in this chapter reduce the error and workload of determining the global 

parameter EPS according to the k-dist curve, and set min PTS as a fixed value of 4, so that the 

clustering results can not reach the global optimal effect. However, i-dbscan algorithm 

stipulates that the data conforms to Poisson distribution, and its F-measure value is unstable 

for different data sets, which can not adapt to data sets with different statistical characteristics. 

Because of the single density measurement index, af-dbscan algorithm is suitable for data sets 

with no obvious cluster density difference. The af-dbscan algorithm improved by region 

query runs faster than DBSCAN and i-dbscan algorithm, which reduces the time of density 

clustering significantly. 

 

4.3 Performance verification of data mining method for association rules of matrix sort index 

The spatial complexity of Apriori algorithm is mainly reflected in the memory occupation 

of candidate item set, AMBM algorithm is mainly reflected in the memory occupation of 

Boolean matrix and item set connection, while the memory occupation of IMISA algorithm is 

mainly for the storage of sorting index matrix, which effectively saves the computing space. 

In the real data set, random functions are ultilized to produce the data set and standard UCI 

data set randomly and automatically respectively. The data set generation method can 

accurately generate the required data set without preprocessing, and the size of the data set 

can be generated at any time according to the experimental needs. The standard UCI data set 

is used to simulate the Internet of things data with real data, reflecting the practical feasibility 

of theoretical research. 

Firstly, the running time of each algorithm is compared and analyzed under the condition 

that the minimum support is different and the data set is the same. While 3k  , the 
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altogether opration time of proposed method is the time of sorting index matrix jumping 

search term set, while the total running time of Apriori algorithm is used to scan whole IoT 

matrix, producing candidate term set and pruning time. By comparing the running time under 

different support degrees, as shown in Figure 9, it shows that in the same data set 

( 1000, 6T I  ), the operation time of each presented algorithm is smaller than that of 

Apriori, which indicates that the calculation frequency 2-term set of IMSIA algorithm is 

calculated on the premise of this, and the useless items and transactions are deleted first to 

reduce unnecessary. Second, the frequency 2-term set is obtained by matrix multiplication 

and marking sequence, and then other frequent term sets are calculated by sorting marking 

matrix, which improves the calculation efficiency and is superior to Apriori algorithm and 

matrix algorithm.  
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Figure 9. Opration time of three methods under the same data set for support degrees 

Contrast of three algorithms operation time under the same support degree, as shown in 

Figure 10, wherein the data sets are randomly generated 9 kinds of data sets, and transactions 

in the data sets basically rises exponentially; the minimum support count is set as 2.  

The algorithm is less, and the operation time of presented algorithm is always shorter than 

that of AMBM method. It is verified that the proposed IMSIA algorithm is the most efficient 

compared with the other two methods. 
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Figure 10. Running time comparison of different algorithms under the same support degree of 

different data sets 

Considering the space cost of the algorithm, the proposed imsia algorithm reads the 

database only once, and does not produce other items set. It verifies the characteristics of 

sorting index matrix and spanning search item set, which takes up less memory. In different 

data sets, the memory usage of the algorithms is shown in Figure 11. In the case of the same 

data set (| 1000, 6T I  ), and set the minimum support count to 2, and compare the 

memory usage of the three algorithms, as shown in figure, the memory usage of Apriori 

algorithm is 8.64%; that of ambm algorithm is 7.25%; that of imsia algorithm is 6.22%. The 

results show that the memory usage of ambm association rule algorithm is 1.39% lower than 

that of Apriori algorithm, and the memory usage of improved imsia algorithm is the lowest. 

Compared with Apriori algorithm, the memory usage of ambm association rule algorithm is 

reduced by 2.42%, which further proves that the improved algorithm has the characteristics of 

fast operation time and low space complexity. 
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Figure 11. Running time comparison of different algorithms under the same support degree of 

different data sets 
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Figure 12. The opration time of three algorithms with different records in the mushroom 

dataset 

Figure 12 shows the opration time of Apriori algorithm, AMBM algorithm and the 

algorithm proposed in this chapter in generating association rules on the mushroom dataset 

with large data volume. It can be expressed from the figure that with the addition of records, 

the time consumption of Apriori algorithm increases significantly, while the algorithm 

proposed in this chapter grows slowly in generating association rules, and with the increase of 

the amount of recorded data. In this chapter, the time consumption of the method shows a 

relatively stable growth trend. Compared with the other two methods, the imsia method 

proposed in this chapter has low time complexity and can effectively mine association rules 

among data sets. 
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Through the above data comparison can be obtained. The connect data set has 67557 

records and 42 attributes. Because the Apriori algorithm requirs to read IoT frequently every 

time it generates frequent item sets, and produces other item sets. At the same time, it needs 

to prune the candidate option sets, which leads to the addiciton of the method’s cost and 

affects the algorithm's operation efficiency. The algorithm in this chapter improves the 

efficiency of data mining effectively because of the advantages of using reduction matrix, 

scanning database only once and jumping search of sorting index matrix. The experimental 

results expressed that the algorithm in this section is superior to the other two typical 

algorithms under the data set generated by random numbers and the typical UCI data set. 

 

4.4 Energy and efficiency analysis of Internet of things data mining algorithm based on cloud 

platform 

The proposed IMSIA algorithm is compared with Apriori algorithm in terms of time 

complexity: assuming that the transaction database scale is m , n  represents the number of 

attributes, 
k

C represents the candidate frequent k-item set, 
k

L represents frequent k-item set, 

and the maximum length of frequent item set is t. 

(1) Apriori algorithm not only requires to read the IoT data many times, but also needs to 

produce the other option set 
1k

C


by combination, and then obtains the frequent item set 
k

L  

by pruning the other option set 
1k

C


according to the support threshold, while imsia algorithm 

generates the frequent item set 
k

L  by matrix multiplication and index matrix jump 

connection, avoiding the tedious generation process of candidate option set. 

The DBSCAN density clustering algorithm needs human intervention in the global 

parameter selection, and the process of regional query is complex and the query is easy to lose 

objects. An improved parameter adaptive and regional query density clustering algorithm is 

proposed, which can effectively delete the redundant data in the high-level complex data 

space on the premise of retaining the internal nonlinear structure of the IoT data. 

(2) For the generation rule of frequent k-term set with 3k  , the IMSIA algorithm 

proposed in this paper uses 
2

L  pruning matrix multiplication to analyze frequent 2-term set  
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generated by upper triangular matrix, which saves pruning operation of candidate term set and 

improves the efficiency of frequent term set generation. For the generation rule of frequent 

k-term set of 3k  , this paper establishes 0-1 matrix and sorting index matrix according to 

frequent ( 1)k  term set, and generates frequent k-term set according to jumping down join 

operation. 

For the data set with m transaction database and N attributes, the frequent time complexity 

of Apriori algorithm is 2( )O m , mainly for the generation of database scanning and candidate 

item set, the time complexity of ambm algorithm is ( )O mn , mainly for the generation of 

Boolean matrix and the calculation of combination and iteration of each item set, the time 

complexity of proposed IMSIA method to read IoT data is ( )O nn . The main calculation 

amount is the generation of 0-1 matrix and sorting target matrix, which effectively improves 

the calculation efficiency of the algorithm. The detailed effciency comparison figure is shown 

in the Figure 13. As is presented, the opration time of IMSIA method increases linearly with 

the amount of data, while the opration time of Apriori method increases exponentially, this is 

consistent with our above analysis. So our algorithm is more efficient? 
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Figure 13. The comparison of training efficiency under different deep neural network model 

 

5. Conclusions 

With the continuous development of Internet technology and electronic information 

technology, big data technology and cloud computing technology also rise and develop, and 

have a positive impact on people's lives. Data mining system can deeply mine the value 
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information contained in big data, so as to assist users to solve practical problems and help 

users to make correct decisions and judgments. This paper presents an energy analysis of data 

mining algorithm based on cloud platform for Internet of things (IoT). First of all, an 

improved Apriori algorithm is proposed, which is based on Boolean matrix and sorting index 

rules. Then Boolean matrix is obtained after scanning the dataset and the Boolean matrix is 

preprocessed to delete the useless transactions and the item set, which are combined with 

sorting index to produce other item sets, effectively improving the efficiency of frequent item 

mining, which effectively reduce the memory usage. Secondly, the DBSCAN density 

clustering algorithm needs human intervention in the global parameter selection, and the 

process of regional query is complex and the query is easy to lose objects. An improved 

parameter adaptive and regional query density clustering algorithm is proposed, which can 

effectively delete the redundant data in the high-level complex data space on the premise of 

retaining the internal nonlinear structure of the IoT data. Effectively improve the efficiency of 

clustering. Finally, the simulation based on cloud platform verifies the effectiveness and 

superiority of the algorithm. 
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